Consultant’s Day 2020 Agenda
Delta Marriott Hotel, Executive Room
February 5, 2020, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, Networking Social to Follow

7:30-8:00 Registration and Breakfast

8:00 Welcome and Introductions—Amy Steinmetz, DEQ
Keynote Address—George Mathieus, Deputy Director, DEQ

8:30 Moving Sites to Closure—Amy Steinmetz, DEQ
DEQ Roadmap from Release Confirmation to Closure—Jay Shearer, DEQ
RBCA Tables 1-4—Shannon Cala, DEQ
Treatment Trains—Tom Fox, Colorado Division of Oil and Public Safety
PMZ Closures—Reed Miner, DEQ

10:30 Break (Snacks Provided)

10:45 Site Assessment—Allen Schiff, DEQ
Low flow sampling—DEQ Guidance, Appropriate Categorization, and Documentation for Reimbursement—Reed Miner, DEQ
LIF Case Study, Technology Overview, and Q&A/Panel Discussion—Marla Stremcha, DEQ and Jim Rolle, WCEC
Group Discussion—Assessment Successes and Failures

12:00 Lunch (Onsite, Provided)

1:00 Remediation Technologies—Heidi Barnes, DEQ
CalClean Technology, Noel Shanoi, CalClean
HVDPE: Great Falls Case Study—Paxton Ellis, Big Sky Civil and Environmental
Enhanced In Situ Aerobic Biodegradation: Lessons Learned from 5 Case Studies—Alan Stine, Olympus
Group Discussion—DEQ, PTRCB, and Consultants Working Together to Move Sites to Closure
3:00 Break (Snack provided)

3:15 **DEQ and PTRCB Process—Brandon Kingsbury, DEQ**

New DEQ PTC Guidance and Guidance Updates—Amy Steinmetz, DEQ

Successful Petroleum Release Management from a Consultant’s Perspective—Understanding and Applying DEQ Regulations and Guidance and Providing Appropriate Documentation for PTRCF Reimbursement—Jim Rolle, WCEC

Expansion of PTRCB Categories for Unit Cost Structure and Reimbursement—Process Improvement Subgroup

Group Discussion/Q&A

5:00 Networking Social and No-Host Bar in the Legislative Judicial Room, Appetizers Provided

---

**Thanks So Much to Our Sponsors!**
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